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�is paper investigates the unsteady hydromagnetic-free convection of an incompressible electrical conducting Boussinesq’s
radiating 	uid past a moving vertical plate in an optically thin environment with the Navier slip, viscous dissipation, and
Ohmic and Newtonian heating. �e nonlinear partial di
erential equations governing the transient problem are obtained and
tackled numerically using a semidiscretization �nite di
erence method coupled with Runge-Kutta Fehlberg integration technique.
Numerical data for the local skin friction coe�cient and the Nusselt number have been tabulated for various values of parametric
conditions. Graphical results for the 	uid velocity, temperature, skin friction, and the Nusselt number are presented and discussed.
�e results indicate that the skin friction coe�cient decreases while the heat transfer rate at the plate surface increases as the slip
parameter and Newtonian heating increase.

1. Introduction

�e magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) thermal boundary layer
	ow over a moving plate has attracted considerable attention
during the last few decades due to its numerous applications
in industrial manufacturing processes such as hot rolling,
wire drawing, glass-�ber and paper production, drawing
of plastic �lms, metal and polymer extrusion, and metal
spinning [1]. In all these processes, the quality of �nal
product strongly depends on rate of cooling. An electrically
conducting 	uid subject to magnetic �eld is useful in con-
trolling the rate of cooling. In addition, this type of 	ow
has attracted the interest of many investigators in view of
its applications in many engineering problems such as MHD
generators, plasma studies, nuclear reactors, and geothermal
energy extractions due to the e
ect of magnetic �elds on the
boundary layer 	ow control and on the performance of many
systems using electrically conducting 	uids [2]. Many studies
have been reported for vertical, horizontal, and inclined plate
in presence of a transverse magnetic �eld. �e e
ects of
magnetic �eld on boundary layer 	ow with heat and mass
transfer past a stretching surface were investigated by Liu

[3]. Makinde [4] studied the e
ect of convective boundary
condition on hydromagnetic buoyancy induced 	ow with
heat andmass transfer over a vertical heated plate.�e e
ects
of heat transfer on MHD unsteady free convection 	ow
past an in�nite/semi-in�nite vertical plate were analyzed by
[5, 6]. Moreover, many industrial and engineering processes
occur at high temperatures and hence the knowledge of
radiation heat transfer is essential for designing appropriate
equipment [7]. When radiative heat transfer takes place, the
electrically conducting 	uid involved may be ionized due
to the high operating temperature [8]. Hence, the e
ect
of radiation on MHD 	ow and heat transfer problems has
become industrially more important. Nandkeolyar et al. [9]
have analyzed the e
ect of radiation on heat transfer in
unsteady MHD natural convection 	ow of a dusty 	uid past
an impulsively moving vertical plate. Seini and Makinde
[10] studied the radiation e
ects on the combined heat and
mass transfer in MHD 	ow over an exponentially stretching
surface. �e radiation e
ects on MHD-free convection 	ow
of an electrically conducting gray gas near equilibrium in
the optically thin limit along an in�nite vertical porous plate
are studied by Seddeek and Aboeldahab [11]. Meanwhile,
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the problem of slip MHD 	ow with viscous dissipation past
a moving surface has many important technological and
industrial applications, especially in microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) such as micro-MHD pumps, micromixing
of physiological samples, the 	owof rare�ed gases, emulsions,
suspensions, foams, and polymer solutions. �e linear slip
condition at the solid surface was introduced by Navier [12]
in his pioneering work. He postulated that the 	uid velocity
component tangential to the solid surface is proportional
to the shear stress on the 	uid-solid interface. Huang and
Breuer [13] reported a direct experimental measurement of
slip length in electrolyte solutions. Martin and Boyd [14]
investigated the slip 	ow and heat transfer past a 	at surface at
constant wall temperature.�eir results demonstrate that the
boundary layer equations can be used to study 	ow at MEMS
scale and provide useful information to study the e
ects of
rarefaction on the shear stress and structure of the 	ow.Wang
[15] studied the e
ect of slip 	ow on the heat transfer from a
moving plate.

In spite of all these studies, the unsteadyMHD convective
heat transfer over a 	at surface with the Navier slip in
the presence of thermal radiation, viscous dissipation, and
Ohmic and Newtonian heating has received little attention.
Hence, the main objective of the present investigation is to
consider the case of a convectively heated moving vertical
plate with the Navier slip in the presence of thermal radi-
ation, viscous and Ohmic heating when the magnetic �eld
is imposed transversely on the plate surface. �e classical
model for radiation e
ect introduced by Cogley et al. [16] is
employed and the nonlinear problem is tackled numerically
using a semidiscretization �nite di
erence method coupled
with a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration technique. �e
e
ects of di
erent governing parameters on the momentum
and heat transfer characteristics are explored and discussed
in detail. To the best of our knowledge, the investigations of
the proposed problem are new and the results have not been
published before.

2. Mathematical Analysis

Weconsider the two-dimensional unsteady 	ow of an incom-
pressible, viscous, and electrically conductive 	uid past a
moving vertical in�nite plate with the Navier slip under the
combined in	uence of a uniform transverse magnetic �eld
and radiative heat transfer. It is assumed that there is no
applied voltage, which implies the absence of an electric
�eld. �e transverse applied magnetic �eld and the magnetic
Reynolds number are assumed to be very small so that the
induced magnetic �eld and the Hall e
ect are negligible as
shown in Figure 1.

�e le� surface of the plate is assumed to be heated
by convection from a hot 	uid at temperature �� which
provides a heat transfer coe�cient ℎ. �e �-axis is taken
along the vertical plate and the �-axis is taken normal to the
plate. �e 	uid properties are assumed to be constant except
that the in	uence of density variation with temperature
has been considered only in the body-force term of the
linear momentum equation according to the Boussinesq
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Figure 1: Flow con�guration and coordinate system.

approximation. Under these assumptions, the dimensionless
equations that describe the physical situation are given by
[5, 6, 8, 10] as follows:

��
�� = 	�2���2 + 
� (� − �∞) − ��20�� ,

��� ���� = ��2���2 −
����� + �(����)

2 + ��20�2,
(1)

where 	 is the kinematic viscosity, �∞ is the free stream
temperature, � is the plate velocity, � is the thermal conduc-
tivity coe�cient, �� is the speci�c heat at constant pressure,� is the thermal expansion coe�cient, � is the 	uid density,
 is gravitational acceleration, and � is the 	uid electrical
conductivity. Following Cogley et al. [16], since the medium
is optically thin with relatively low density and the radiation
absorption coe�cient � ≪ 1,

����� = 4�2 (� − �∞) , (2)

where

�2 = ∫∞
0

�� (������ )� , (3)

�� is the absorption coe�cient,  is the wave length, and ���
is the Planck function. �e appropriate initial and boundary
conditions at the plate surface and far into the 	uid on the
right surface may be written as [4]

� (�, 0) = 0, � (�, 0) = �∞, ∀� ≥ 0,
� (0, �) = � + �

#
��
�� (0, �) , −����� (0, �) = ℎ [�� − � (0, �)] ,

� > 0,
� (∞, �) '→ 0, � (∞, �) '→ �∞, � > 0,

(4)

where � is the plate uniform velocity, � is the dynamic
viscosity coe�cient, and # is the Navier slip coe�cient. �e
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following dimensionless variables and quantities are intro-
duced into the governing momentum and energy balance
equations; that is,

- = ��
	 , . = ��2

	 , / = �
�,

2 = � − �∞�� − �∞ , Gr = 
�	 (�� − �∞)
�3 , 6 = 4�2	

����2 ,

72 = ��20	��2 , Ec = �2
�� (�� − �∞) , Pr = ���

� ,

Bi = ℎ	
��, 8 = ��

# ,
(5)

and we obtain

�/
�. = �2/

�-2 + Gr 2 −72/,

Pr
�2
�. = �22

�-2 − 6Pr 2 + Ec Pr(�/�- )
2 + Ec Pr72/2,

(6)

with

/ (-, 0) = 0, 2 (-, 0) = 0, ∀- ≥ 0, (7)

/ (0, .) = 1 + 8�/�- (0, .) , �2
�- (0, .) = Bi [2 (0, .) − 1] ,

. > 0,
(8)

/ (∞, .) '→ 0, 2 (∞, .) '→ 0, . > 0, (9)

where Pr represents the Prandtl number, Gr is the Grashof
number, Ec is the Eckert number, 7 is the Hartmann
number,6 is the radiation parameter, Bi is the Biot number,
and 8 is theNavier slip parameter such that 8 = 0 corresponds
to no slip, while full lubrication is described in the limit 8 →∞. �e quantities of practical interest in this study are the
skin friction coe�cient 9� which is de�ned as

9� = :���2 , Nu = 	��
�� (�� − �∞) , (10)

where :� is the plate surface shear stress and �� is the heat
	ux from the plate surface which are given by

:� = −� ����
;;;;;;;;�=0, �� = −� ����

;;;;;;;;�=0. (11)

Substituting (9) into (8), we obtain

9� = −�/�- (0, .) , Nu = −�2�- (0, .) . (12)

�e set of (6) under the initial and boundary conditions
(7)–(9) have been solved numerically by using the semidis-
cretization �nite di
erence technique coupled with a Runge-
Kutta-Fehlberg integration technique.

wi(t), �i(t)
t

�i−1 �i �i+1

Figure 2: Computational domain with nodes.

3. Numerical Procedure

�e semidiscretization �nite di
erence technique known as
method of line [17] is employed to tackle themodel nonlinear
initial boundary value problem in (6)–(9). �e discretization
is based on a linear Cartesian mesh and uniform grid on
which �nite di
erences are taken (see Figure 2). Firstly, a
partition of the spatial interval 0 ≤ - ≤ -max is introduced.
We divide it into6 equal parts and de�ne grid sizeΔ- = 1/6
and grid points -	 = (B − 1)Δ-, 1 ≤ B ≤ 6 + 1.

�e �rst and second spatial derivatives in (6) are approx-
imated with second-order central �nite di
erences. Let /	(�)
and 2	(�) be approximation of /(-	, �) and 2(-	, �); then the
semidiscrete system for the problem becomes

�/	�. = (/	+1 − 2/	 + /	−1)
(Δ-)2 + Gr 2	 −72/	,

Pr
�2	�. = (2	+1 − 22	 + 2	−1)

(Δ-)2 − 6Pr 2	

+ Ec Pr(/	+1 − /	−12Δ- )2 + Ec Pr72/2	 ,

(13)

with initial conditions

/	 (0) = 2	 (0) = 0, 1 ≤ B ≤ 6 + 1. (14)

�e equations corresponding to the �rst and last grid
points are modi�ed to incorporate the boundary conditions
as follows:

/1 = 8/2 + Δ-8 + Δ- , 21 = 22 + BiΔ-
1 + BiΔ- , (15)

/
+1 = 2
+1 = 0. (16)

�ere is only one independent variable in (13), so they are
�rst-order ordinary di
erential equations with known initial
conditions. �e resulting initial value problem can be easily
solved iteratively using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration
technique [18] implemented on computer using Matlab.
�e maximum value of -max to each group of parameters7,Gr,Pr,Ec, 6,Bi, and 8 is determined such that the values
of the boundary conditions are satis�ed with error less than
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10−7. From the process of numerical computation, the local
skin friction coe�cient and the local Nusselt number in (12)
are also worked out and their numerical values are presented
graphically.

4. Results and Discussion

In order to gain insight into the thermal boundary layer
development over the moving plate, the numerical calcula-
tions have been carried out for di
erent values of parameters
embedded in the 	ow system.�e Prandtl number was taken
to be in the range of Pr = 0.71, which corresponds to air
at 20∘C and Pr = 7.1 (water). �e numerical values for
local skin friction and the Nusselt number are computed for
various values of the parameters 7,Bi, 6,Ec, 8,Gr, and Pr.
�ese results are presented in Table 1. It is seen from the
table that the e
ect of increasing values of Bi,Ec, 8, and Gr
is to decrease skin friction coe�cient whereas increasing7,6, and Pr increases the skin friction coe�cient. Further,
the Nusselt number decreases on increasing the values of
Ec,7, and Gr but increases on increasing the values of
Bi, 6, 8, and Pr.

4.1. E	ects of Parameter Variation onVelocity Pro
les. Figures
3–10 illustrate the e
ects of various parameters on the
transient velocity pro�les. Interestingly, for a given set of
parameter values, the velocity pro�le increases in time until
the corresponding steady state momentum boundary layer
thickness is achieved as shown in Figure 3. For instance, the
steady state velocity pro�le is achieved at . ≥ 4 for the set of
parameter values utilized in Figure 3. �e transient velocity
pro�le in the boundary layer for increasing values of Gr > 0 is
presented in Figure 4. �e thermal Grashof number signi�es
the relative e
ect of the thermal buoyancy (due to density
di
erences) force to the viscous hydrodynamic force in the
boundary layer 	ow. �e positive values of Gr correspond to
cooling of the plate by natural convection. It is observed that
the transient velocity accelerates due to enhancement in the
thermal buoyancy force, that is, free convection e
ects. As
the buoyancy e
ects become relatively large due to increasing
value of Gr, the 	uid velocity increases, reaching its peak
value near the plate surface and then decreasesmonotonically
to the zero-free stream value satisfying the far �eld condition.
�ese results agree with the earlier results ofMakinde [4] and
Takhar et al. [8]. Figures 5-6 depict the e
ects of increasing
Bi and Ec on the transient velocity pro�les. An increase
in momentum boundary layer thickness is observed with
increasing Newtonian and viscous heating. �is is expected
since the 	uid on the right surface of the plate becomes lighter
and 	ow faster. �e velocity pro�les for di
erent values of
the Hartmann number 7 are illustrated in Figure 7. As 7
increases, the rate of transport is considerably reduced. �is
clearly indicates that the transverse magnetic �eld opposes
the transport phenomena. �e presence of magnetic �eld
in an electrically conducting 	uid produces a Lorentz force
which acts against the 	ow leading to a decrease in the
momentum boundary layer thickness. �is observation is
in agreement with the earlier results as reported by Ishak
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Figure 3: Velocity pro�les with increasing time.
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[6]. Similar trend is observed in Figures 8, 9, and 10 with
increasing values of 8,6, and Pr. As the Navier slip on the
plate surface increases, plate motion reduces and the bound-
ary layer thickness decreases.�e transient velocity decreases
with increasing radiative heat loss. As the Prandtl number
increased from 0.71 (Air) to 7.1 (water), a clear decrease in
the 	ow velocity is observed. �is may be attributed to the
fact that Pr encapsulates the ratio of momentum di
usivity
to thermal di
usivity for a given 	uid. It is also the product
of dynamic viscosity and speci�c heat capacity divided by
thermal conductivity. Higher Pr 	uids will therefore possess
higher viscosities leading to a decrease in the momentum
boundary layer thickness.

4.2. E	ects of Parameter Variation on Temperature Pro
les.
Figures 11–17 illustrate the e
ects of di
erent parameter
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Table 1: Computation showing the 9� and Re−1� Nu for various values of embedded parameter.

8 Gr 6 72 Bi Ec Pr 9� Re−1� Nu

0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 0.901016 0.085017

0.3 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 0.763076 0.086251

0.5 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 0.661702 0.087026

0.1 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 0.868688 0.085038

0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 0.828146 0.085055

0.1 0.1 2.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 0.904190 0.089414

0.1 0.1 3.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 0.905498 0.091414

0.1 0.1 1.0 3.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 1.469844 0.081765

0.1 0.1 1.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.71 1.821755 0.079920

0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.71 0.880522 0.434981

0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 5.0 0.1 0.71 0.865823 0.685971

0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.5 0.71 0.889648 0.067568

0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.71 0.875418 0.045849

0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 3.0 0.903388 0.087302

0.1 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 7.1 0.903856 0.087302
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Figure 5: Velocity pro�les with increasing Bi.

variations on the temperature pro�les. It is seen from all
the �gures that the transient temperature is maximum at the
convectively heated plate surface and decreases exponentially
to free stream zero value satisfying the boundary conditions.
In Figure 11, we observed that the thermal boundary layer
thickness increases with time until the steady state pro�le is
achieved for a given set of parameter values. It is noteworthy
that, for the set of parameter values utilized in Figure 11,
the steady state temperature pro�le is achieved at . ≥4. Figure 12 depicts the e
ects of increasing Gr > 0 on
the thermal boundary layer. As thermal buoyancy force
increases, heat is conducted away from the vertical plate into
the 	uid which increases temperature and thereby enhances
the thermal boundary layer thickness. It is noted that the
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Figure 6: Velocity pro�les with increasing Ec.

	uid temperature increases with an increase inmagnetic �eld
intensity, that is, as parameter 7 increases. �is may be
attributed to the e
ect of Ohmic heating within the boundary
layer region due to the imposed magnetic �eld as shown in
Figure 13. It is evident from Figures 14-15 that the thermal
boundary layer thickness increases as Biand Ecincrease. �is
is expected, since both Newtonian heating due to increasing
the Biot number and viscous heating due to increasing the
Eckert number constitute additional internal heat generation
within the 	ow system leading to elevation in temperature
pro�les. Figure 16 reveals the e
ects of6 on the temperature
pro�les for the conducting air. It is evident from the �gure
that the temperature decreases with an increase in radiation-
conduction for air. All pro�les decay exponentially from
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maximum value to zero in the free stream.�ese results agree
with the earlier results of Seini andMakinde [10] and Seddeek
andAboeldahab [11]. In Figure 17, it is noticed that the Navier
slip (8) causes a decrease in the 	uid temperature leading
to a decaying thermal boundary layer thickness. Figure 18
shows that the 	uid temperature is reduced monotonically
when the Prandtl number is increased. As the smaller values
of the Prandtl number are equivalent to the increase in the
thermal conductivity of the 	uid, heat is able to di
use away
from the heated surfacemore rapidly than for higher values of
the Prandtl number. Hence, higher Prandtl’s number results
in thinner thermal boundary layer due to lower thermal
conductivity.

4.3. Skin Friction and the Nusselt Number. Figures 19-20
depict the skin friction pro�les at the plate surface with
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increasing values of embedded parameters. It is interesting to
note that the velocity gradient at the plate surface increases
with increasing magnetic �eld intensity, thermal radiation,
and the Prandtl number and, consequently, the skin friction
at the plate surface increases, whereas the e
ects of increasing
the Navier slip, buoyancy force, and Newtonian and viscous
heating are to decrease the velocity gradient at the plate
surface, leading to a decrease in the skin friction as shown in
Figures 19-20. In Figures 21-22, we observed that the rate of
heat transfer at the plate surface increases with an increase in
the intensity of the Navier slip, thermal radiation, Newtonian
heating, and the Prandtl number. �is may be attributed to a
rise in the temperature gradient at the plate surface as Bi,6,8, and Pr increase. However, a decrease in the temperature
gradient at the plate surface occurs with increasing intensity
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Figure 20: Skin friction with increasing7, Bi, and Gr.
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Figure 21: �e Nusselt number with increasing Ec,6, and 8.

of magnetic �eld, buoyancy force, and viscous dissipation,
leading to a fall in the Nusselt number.

5. Conclusions

A theoretical analysis is performed to study the unsteady
free convection-radiation MHD 	ow over a convectively
heated moving vertical plate with the Navier slip and vis-
cous and Ohmic heating. �e nonlinear model problem is
tackled numerically using a semidiscretization �nite di
er-
encemethod coupledwith Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration
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Figure 22: �e Nusselt number with increasing7, Bi, and Gr.

technique. Some of the important conclusions of the study are
as follows.

(i) Both the velocity and the temperature pro�les
increase with time until the corresponding steady
state is achieved for a given set of parameter values.

(ii) �e momentum boundary layer thickness increases
with increasing values of Gr, Bi, and Ec and decreases
with increasing values of7,6, 8, and Pr.

(iii) �e thermal boundary layer thickness increases with
increasing values of 7, Gr, Bi, and Ec and decreases
with increasing values of6, 8, and Pr.

(iv) Increasing values of Bi, Ec, 8, and Gr decreases skin
friction coe�cientwhereas increasing values of7,6,
and Pr increases the skin friction coe�cient.

(v) �e Nusselt number decreases on increasing the
values of Ec, 7, and Gr but increases on increasing
the values of Bi,6, 8, and Pr.

Nomenclature

Bi: Biot’s number�0: Magnetic �eld strength9�: Skin friction coe�cient��: Speci�c heat at constant pressure

Ec: Eckert’s number
Gr: Grashof ’s number


: Gravitational accelerationℎ: Heat transfer coe�cient�: �ermal conductivity7: Hartmann’s number6: Radiation parameter
Nu: Local Nusselt’s number
Pr: Prandtl’s number�: Time�: Temperature��: Hot 	uid temperature�∞: Free stream temperature�: Velocity component�: Plate velocity/: Dimensionless velocity(�, �): Coordinates.
Greek Symbols

�: �ermal expansion coe�cient8: Navier’s slip parameter�: Radiation absorption coe�cient-: Dimensionless coordinate.: Dimensionless time2: Dimensionless temperature�: Dynamic viscosity#: Slip coe�cient�: Electrical conductivity	: Kinematic viscosity.
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